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Foreword 
This paper presents hypercube parallel processing for ellipsoidal estimates in differential 
inclusion. The results are broadly applicable to many problems arising in differential 
inclusion using parallel computer architecture. 
Hypercube Parallel Processing for 
Ellipsoidal Estimates in Differential 
Inclusions 
Motoyasu Nagata 
1 Introduction 
When one tries to obtain the attainability set of the differential inclusion using ellip- 
soidal estimates, it is very important to detect inclusion between approximated ellipsoids. 
Because an inclusion can be detected between two ellipsoids that are estimates for the 
attainability set at some time, parameterized including external ellipsoid E;[t] (or pa- 
rameterized included internal ellipsoid E;[t]) becomes unnecessary for computation after 
this time, thus the computation of the ellipsoidal estimates can be reduced. However, 
since this detection requires C; combinations for couple ellipsoids, where n stands for 
number of ellipsoids, the sequential processing has not been developed due to heavy over- 
load by every combination of all ellipsoids. Therefore efficient parallel processing has 
been employed to avoid overload inherent to the traditional sequential processing. For 
this detection problem, we present a scheme of the hypercube parallel processing. 
Evolution equation of the differential inclusion system has been explored with the aid of 
a "target cone" to the multi-valued map in Aubin and Cellina [I],  Aubin and Ekeland ['I, 
Aubin and Frankowska [3], and alternatively explored with the aid of a "funnel equation" 
in Kurzhanski and Filippova [9], and Kurzhanski and Nikonov [lo]. On the other hand, 
for the purpose of approximation of the attainability set obtained from the evolution 
equation of the differential equation, ellipsoidal estimation methods have been developed 
in Chernousko [6], and Kurzhanski and Valyi [l:l] [12]. Ellipsoidal technique was studied 
from the viewpoint of a "funnel equation" in [I l l ,  [12]. While it is true that the ellipsoidal 
technique using "funnel equation" requires computation of the evolution according to the 
number of parameterized ellipsoids, and therefore traditional sequential processing faces 
the problem of the overload for the detection problem of inclusion between ellipsoids, 
better parallel-processing results are to be expected. 
In this paper we explore a hypercube parallel processing for ellipsoidal estimates in 
the differential inclusion. The hypercube is one of the structural topologies that represent 
connection among processing elements (PEs) of multiprocessors, which are executed in a 
parallel manner [13]. The n-dimensional hypercube Q ,  has 2 ,  PEs that are connected 
with n adjacent PEs, respectively. The PE mainly consists of a central processing unit and 
local memory and interfaces with other PEs. The P E  and the connection between PEs 
can be regarded as the node and edge in the hypercube graph. Currently, the hypercube 
is the most promising structural topology for architecture of parallel computing due to 
surprisingly fruitful theoretical results in spite of the simple structure. 
Our approach will be delineated. First, we propose definitions about partial ordering 
of ellipsoids that is represented by a Hasse diagram. Although this partial ordering does 
not necessarily satisfy inclusion between ellipsoids, the Hasse diagram (as a graph) can 
become a data structure of ellipsoids that is to be embedded into the hypercube. The 
quotient set of the Hasse diagram with respect to  an equivalent relation is also studied. 
Second, the relaxed-squashed (RS) embedding of the graph into hypercube is considered. 
We propose a result about RS embedding of multiple graphs into the hypercube, where 
these graphs correspond to the quotient sets of the Hasse diagram. Our proposed RS 
embedding guarantees mapping of any adjacent node in the source graph into adjacent 
subcubes. Third, the parallel processing for detection of inclusion between ellipsoids 
is studied. For this problem, we propose a parallel algorithm in the hypercube. We 
are primarily concerned with studying the parallel detection of inclusion between the 
ellipsoidal estimates that can lead to  effective computation of the evolution equation in 
the differential inclusion. 
2 Problem Statement 
We consider the following problem for the nonviable differential inclusions: For parame- 
terized external ellipsoids E: [t] and internal ellipsoids E; [t] that approximate the attain- 
ability set at time t of the differential inclusion system 
~ ( t )  E A(t)x(t) + P ( t ) ,  t E T = [to, tl], 
a scheme is designed of the hypercube parallel processing to detect inclusion between 
parameterized external (or internal) ellipsoids simultaneously. 
Let A  be a continuous map from T  to Rnxn, and let P  be a continuous map from 
T  to the space of convex compact subsets in Rn. Here, Rn and RnXn stand for the n- 
dimensional space and the space of n x n-matrices, respectively. The initial value satisfies 
a condition 
x(to) E X O ,  ( 2 )  
where a given set X 0  is the convex compact subset in Rn. Solutions to ( 1 )  and (2 )  are 
understood in the Caratheodory sense, i.e., absolutely continuous functions verifying ( 1 )  
and ( 2 )  almost everywhere. 
Definition 2.1 [10] The Haussdorff distance h(P1,  PI1) is defined as follows: 
where 
h+(P1, PI1) = min{rJ P' C_ PI1 + rS) 
r>O 
and S is the unit ball in Rn. 
Definition 2.2 [ l l ]  The attainability set for ( I ) ,  denoted by X [ t ]  = X ( t ,  to ,  X O ) ,  is the set 
of values at t  E T  of all single-valued trajectories starting from X O ,  i.e., the attainability 
domains for ( 1 ) .  The attainability set X [ t ]  satisfies the funnel equation 
lim a- 'h (X[ t  + a ] ,  ( E  + a A ( t ) ) X [ t ]  + a P ( t ) )  = 0, 0-0 
where 
X[t0]  = xO. 
Definition 2.3 [12] A solution X 8 [ t ]  is defined to be a maximal solution of ( 3 )  if for all 
~ E T  
{ X [ t ] I X 8 [ t ]  C X [ t ]  and X*[ t]  # X [ t ] )  = @, 
where @ is the null set. 
Lemma 2.4 The funnel equation (3) and ( 4 )  has a unique maximal solution that is convex, 
compact and continuous in t .  This maximal solution coincides with the attainability set. 
The ellipsoidal estimation that externally and internally approximates the attainability 
set was studied by Kurzhanski and Valyi [ l l ]  by assuming a set P ( t )  as an ellipsoid 
E ( F ( ~ ) ,  W)) .  
Definition 2.5 [ l l ]  The external ellipsoid E[t] = E(a+(t) ,Q+(t))  is a solution to the 
following funnel equation: 
lim a - ' h ( ~ + [ t  + a ] ,  ~ + [ t  + alt]) = 0 
0 4 0  ( 5 )  
E+ [to] = E(a+ (to), Q+ (to)) * 
The ellipsoid E+[t + alt] = E(a+(t + alt),  Q+(t + alt))  is an external estimate of the 
Minkowski sum of ( E  + aA(t))E+[t]  and a P ( t ) ,  defined by 
where 
Definition 2.6 [ l l ]  The internal ellipsoid E-[t]  = E(a-( t ) ,Q-( t ) )  is a solution to the 
following funnel equation: 
E-[to] = E(a-(to), Q-(to)). 
The ellipsoid E-[t + a( t ]  = E(a-(t  + alt),Q-(t + alt))  is an internal estimate of the 
Afinkowski sum of ( E  + aA(t ) )E-[ t]  and aP( t ) ,  defined by 
a-(t + alt) = ( E  + aA(t ) )a- ( t )  + aF(t) 
[Q-(t + olt)]; = [ ( E  + oA(t ) )Q-( t ) (E + o ~ ( t ) ) ~ ] f  + a [ ~ ( t ) ] f .  
The trajectories of the ellipsoids E+[t] and E-[t] are obtained in the non-viable case 
[ll.] and the viable case [12]. From the results, we obtain a result for the nonviable 
differential inclusion. 
Lemma 2.7 Given initial conditions of the internal and external ellipsoids such that 
E-[to] C X[to] c E+[to]. Then the attainability set X[t]  for the differential inclusion ( 1 )  
and ( 2 )  is obtained from intersection of the external ellipsoids and union of the internal 
ellipsoids such that 
~ [ t ]  = n E; [t] = u E,- [ti 
P P 
and 
E; It1 c X [tl c E,+ [tl , 
where E,S[t] and E; [t] stand for parameterized trajectories of the external and internal 
ellipsoids according to various initial ellipsoids denoted by E,S[to] and E;[to], and overline 
indicates closure of the set. 
We can obtain the following lemmas that are directly linked with our problem: 
L e m m a  2.8 If EL [t] c E,+l[t], then E,+l [s] c E,+l[s] for s 2 t. For obtaining the attain- 
ability set X[s], E,+l [s] can be discarded. 
L e m m a  2.9 If E,; [t] c E,;[t], then E,; [s] c E,;[s] for s 2 t. For obtaining the attain- 
ability set X[s], EL [s] can be discarded. 
R e m a r k  2.10 This paper is concerned with parallel processing for Lemma 2.8 and Lemma 
2.9. Two initial ellipsoids, E+[to] and E-[to] depend on the pairs (a+(to) ,  Q+(to)) and 
(a-(to),  &-(to)),  where a+(to)  (or a-(to)) and Q+(to) (or Q-(to)) indicate the center and 
matrix of the external (or internal) ellipsoid such that 
T + E+ [to] = {xl(x - a+(to)) Q (to)-'(x - a+(to))}. 
In practice, because of Lemmas 2.7, 2.8, and 2.9, E;[to]s (or E;[to]s) are not neces- 
sarily selected as minimal (or maximal). The nonuniqueness of the trajectories of the 
externallinternal ellipsoids was discussed in the viability case [12]. In this paper, the 
nonuniqueness of the trajectories is discussed due to variation of the ellipsoidal parameter 
and the initial ellipsoid in the nonviability case. 
3 Hypercube 
Defini t ion 3.1 [15] Addresses of the n-dimensional hypercube Q, are recursively con- 
structed as follows: 
( I )  Addresses of two nodes of the one-dimensional hypercube Q1 are 0 and 1. 
(2) Let a,-1 ..... a1 be the binary address of any node of the (n - 1)-dimensional hypercube 
Qn-1. For same addresses a,-1 ..... a1 of two Qn-ls, concatenate 0 and 1 to  the leftmost 
bits and connect them. 
Defini t ion 3.2 [5] The graph of the n-dimensional hypercube Q, is recursively con- 
structed as follows: 
(1) Qo is a trivial graph with one node. 
(2) Q, = x Qn-1, where I(2 is a complete graph that consists of two nodes. 
Definition 3.3 [5] Subcube is a subgraph of the hypercube that satisfies definition of 
the hypercube. Address of the subcube is represented by symbol set 0, 1, *, where * is a 
don't care symbol that is 0 or 1. Distance between two subcubes a and b is the Hamming 
distance between their addresses: H(a ,  b) = Cy=l la; - b;( where la; - b;l = 1 if and only 
if (a;, b;) = (0 , l )  or (1,O). 
Definition 3.4 [8] The n-dimensional binary-reflected Gray code (BRGC) G, is recur- 
sively constructed as follows: 
(1) Gl = ( O , l ) ,  
(2) Gn = (OGn-1, l c n - l ) ,  
where OG,-l is a concatenation of 0 and G,-l, and cn-l is a backward-sorted code of 
Gn-1 
4 Partially Ordered Structure 
4.1 Partial ordering of ellipsoids 
We study partial ordering of ellipsoids, Hasse diagram of ellipsoids, and quotient set of 
Hasse diagram with respect to equivalence relation. The results in this section are based 
on the algebra of the relation by Birkoff [4]. These results lead to embedding of multiple 
graphs into hypercube in Section 5. 
Definition 4.1 A proposition zRy is called a relation if aRb is determined true or false 
for each pair in the Cartesian product X x Y. 
Definition 4.2 A relation R is reflexive if xRz holds. R is symmetric if zRy + yRz. R 
is transitive if zRy and yRz imply zRz. R is called antisymmetric if zRy and yRz imply 
z = y. A reflexive, symmetric, and transitive relation is called an equivalence relation. 
A reflexive and transitive relation is called a preordering. A reflexive, transitive, and 
antisymmetric relation is called a partial ordering. 
We now propose definitions about partial ordering between ellipsoids. 
Definition 4.3 Let E(a l ,  Q1), E(a2,  Q2) be n-dimensional two ellipsoids and I;,j = (a;,j - 
L. 1 A t j ,  a;,j + A,:j) be interval of ellipsoid, where a;,j is the j-th element of vector a; (i = 1,2) 
and A;$ is the j-th eigenvalue of A; that satisfies Q;z; = A;z; (i = 1,2). If Iltj C_ I2,j for 
all j, we define a partial ordering El 5 E2. 
Definition 4.4 For two parameterized solutions, E,+,[t] = E(~:~(t),Q:~l(t)), E;[t] = 
E(aA(t) ,QA(t))  to the funnel equation (5), let Izj( t )  = (aLj(t) - ( ~ i ~ ( t ) ) i , a : , ~ ( t )  + 
(XL( t ) ) f )  be an interval of the external ellipsoid, where a i j ( t )  is the j- th element of 
vector a:(t) and X;,(t) is the j - th  eigenvalue X:(t) that satisfies Q:(t)vp(t) = X:(t)vp(t), 
p E { P ~ , ~ ~ } .  If I:,,(t) I L j ( t )  for all j, we define a partial ordering of the ellipsoids as 
follows E,+l [t] A E&[t]: 
Definition 4.5 For two parameterized solutions, EL [t] = E(a; (t), Q; (t)),  EL [t] = 
E(a;(t), Q;(t)) to  the funnel equation (6), let I;,(t) = (aLj(t) - (X;,(t))+, a;,,(t) + 
( ~ , ~ ( t ) ) i )  be an interval of the external ellipsoid, where aLj(t) is the j- th element of 
vector a;(t) and Xij(t) is the j - th  eigenvalue X;(t) that satisfies Q;(t)vp(t) = X;(t)vp(t), 
p E {pl, p2}. If Ip:,j(t) C I i , j ( t )  for all j, we define a partial ordering of the ellipsoids as 
follows E,; [t] 5 E,; [t]. 
L e m m a  4.6 Let (Al, 51) and (A2, 5 2 )  be two partially ordered set. Suppose R is a 
relation on Cartesian product Al x A2 such that (al ,a2)R(ai ,  a',) holds if and only if 
a1 a; and a2 5 2  a;. Then (Al x Az, R)  is a partially ordered set. (Al x A2, R )  is called 
the direct product of (Al, 51) and (Az, dz) and also denoted by (Al, 51) x (A2, 5 2 ) .  
Definitions 4.3, 4.4, and 4.5 are based on Lemma 4.7. 
L e m m a  4.7 Suppose that (I;,,(t), . . . . . 7 I+ P S , ~  ( t))  is an elements of a set C( t )  and a set 
I:(t) satisfies I;,,(t) E I:(t), where pi (i = 1, . . -, rn) is a parameter. Then (I:(t), C 
> X  . . . . .  x (I,+(t), C) = (I:(t) x . x I,+(t), R) is a partially ordered set and (C( t ) ,  R)  is 
a partially ordered subset. 
P r o o f  For the proof of the first part, replace Aj as Ij, A j  as C, 1 5 j 5 n, in the Lemma 
4.6. Since C( t )  C I:(t) x x I,+(t), the partially ordered subset is also proved.0 
R e m a r k  4.8 It  is obvious that an inclusion of the attainability sets Ep,(t) C Ep,(t) 
implies partial orderings E; [t] 5 EL[t]  (and E,; [t] 5 EL [t]), but E; [t] 5 EL [t] (or 
E,; [t] 5 E,; [t]) do not necessarily guarantee inclusion Epl (t) C Ep2 (t).  These partial 
orderings become important information for constructing a Hasse diagram that is a data 
structure of the ellipsoids. 
Definition 4.9 By "a covers b", it is meant that a + b and a + x + b is not satisfied by 
any x. 
L e m m a  4.10 Let (A,A)  be a finite ordered set. If a 4 b for a , b  E A, then some 
xl ,  ....., x, E A can be selected such that xo = a 4 xl 4 ........ 4 x, 4 x,+1 = b and x;+l 
covers xi for all i. 
Proof Assume a set B such that B = {x(a  4 x 4 b). Consider a case of m = k based 
on the assumption that the proposition holds for m < k - 1. Since B is not empty, there 
exists some c such that a 4 c 4 b. The number of elements of two sets {xla 4 x 4 c) and 
{xJc  4 x 4 b) is less than k. From the assumption of the induction, there exists yl, ....., y; 
and zl, ....., y j  which satisfy a 4 yl  4 ..... 4 y; 4 c, c 4 zl 4 ..... 4 zj  4 b and coverage. 
Then yl, ..... y;, c, zl, ....., zj  satisfies the proposition.0 
Lemma 4.11 The finite partially ordered set can be represented by a Hasse diagram. 
Proof Consider a finite partially ordered set (A, R). The number of elements of A is 
n. Since there exists maximal elements in A, we select one and call i t  a.  Due to the 
assumption of the induction, a subset of the ordered set (A - {a), R)  can be represented 
by a Hasse diagram. Let bl, ....., b, be elements of A - {a) that are covered by element 
a,  then locate nodes of A - {a) and connect a and b;, 1 5 i 5 m, in the Hasse diagram 
H.0 
Remark 4.12 A graph G = (V, E) is connected if any two vertices of G are joined by 
a path in G. From the construction of the Hasse diagram shown in the proof of Lemma 
4.11, the Hasse diagram is not necessarily a connected graph. Therefore, the quotient set 
of the Hasse diagram representing the partial ordering of ellipsoids is studied in terms of 
connectivity of the graph. 
4.2 Quotient set of the Hasse diagram 
Definition 4.13 Suppose that R is an equivalence relation. A family P of subset of a set 
A is called partition of A if the following holds: 
(1) A = U D E P  D  
(2) D  E P 4 D  # (null set) 
(3)  D , D ' E  P a n d  D  # D ' h  D n D ' = @  
(4) xRy + D  E P exists such that x, y E D. 
Lemma 4.14 Let R be a relation with respect to connectivity of the graph G = (V, E). 
Let C(v;) = {vjlviRvj and v;,vj E V) be a subset of the set V. Define a family P such 
that P = {DID c V and D  = C(v;) for some v; E V). Then P is a partition of V. 
Proof The proof consists of two steps. First we show that a relation R with respect to 
connectivity of the graph is an equivalence relation. For any vertices of G, it is obvious that 
v; Rv; (reflexive), viRvj + vj Rv; (symmetric), and v;Rvj, vjRvk implies viRvk (transitive). 
Then from Definition 4.2, R is an equivalence relation. Second, we show that P is a 
partition of V. Conditions (1) and (2) of Definition 4.13 are obviously satisfied. Next 
suppose that D, D' E P and D # Dl. There exist v, v' such that D = C(v)  and D' = 
C(vf).  Let v be an element such that d E D n Dl. Relations vRd and v'Rd hold. 
Relations dRv' (symmetric) and vRv' (transitive) also hold. Furthermore, a relation v'Rv 
(symmetric) holds. Now suppose x E C(v), then v'Rx holds using vRx and v'Rv. Then 
x E C(v') which implies C(v) C(vf). Similarly C(vf) C C(v)  holds. Since C(v)  # C(vf) 
is a contradiction, condition (3) is satisfied. Condition (4) is proved by supposing x, y E 
D = C ( t ) .  Since zRx and tRy ,  xRy holds using symmetric and transitive laws. Box 
Definition 4.15 Partition P of set V is called quotient set with respect to equivalence 
relation R. It is denoted by V/R. The element of the partition P is called an equivalence 
class. C(vi) is also called the equivalence class of v,. 
Lemma 4.16 A mapping f from V into V/R such that v E V C(v)  E V/R is 
surjection. 
Proof Suppose for c E V/R there is no v E V such that c = f (v). By definition of V/R, 
c = C(vf) for some v' E V. This is a contradiction.0 
Lemma 4.17 Suppose a partition P is given. Define a relation R on V of a graph 
G = (V, E) such that viRvj if and only if there exists some D E P such that v;, vj E D. 
Then R is an equivalence relation. 
Proof From condition (1) of Definition 4.13, for any v E V, there exists some D E P such 
that v E D, then vRv holds. From the definition of the Lemma 4.17, relation R satisfies 
the symmetric law. Suppose that xRy and y R t  hold. There exist D and D' such that 
x, y E D and y, t E Dl. Since D n D' is not empty due to  existence of y, then D = D' 
holds from condition (3) of Definition 4.13. Then x R t  holds. Thus the transitivity law is 
also satisfied. EI 
Lemma 4.18 Let f be a mapping from V into R1, where G = (V, E). Define a relation 
R such that vRv', if and only if, f (v) = f (v'), where v, v' E V. Then R is an equivalence 
relation. A mapping from V/R into f (V) is bijection. 
Proof Let C(v)  be an equivalence class that includes v E V. Suppose g represents a 
mapping from V/R to f (V) C R1 such that g(C(v)) = f (v). By assumption, C(v)  = 
C(vf),  that is, vRv', is satisfied if and only if f (v) = f (v'). This implies vRv' + v'Rv 
(symmetric). By replacing v = v', vRv (reflexive) is obtained. By adding C(v") = C(v1), 
that vRv' and v'Rv" imply vRv" (transitive) is obtained. Then R is an equivalence 
relation. Again, if f (v) = f (v'), then vRv', that is, C(v) = C(vl). This implies that 
mapping g is injection. If c E f (V) ,  there exists some v E V such that f(v)  = c. Since 
g(C(v)) = f (v) = c, mapping g is surjection. The mapping g that is injection and 
surjection implies bijection. q 
Lemma 4.19 From a preordering R,  an equivalence relation N can be defined by v - 
v' + (vRvl and vlRv) in V, where G = (V, E). Then a partial ordering R* can be defined 
in quotient set V/ N by C(v)RfC(vl) + vRvl, where C(v) is an equivalence class of v 
with respect to N. 
Proof It  is proved that N implies equivalence relation. By assumption v - v' + (vRvl 
and vlRv), v N v (reflexive), v - v' and v1 - v" implies v N v" (transitive), and 
v - v1 + v1 N v (symmetric) hold. Next it is proved that R* is a partial ordering. Since 
R is preordering, then vRv (reflexive) and vRvl and vlRv" implies vRvl' (transitive). 
By assumption C(v)R*C(vl) + vRvl, C(v)R*C(v) (reflexive) and that C(v)R*C(vl) and 
C(vl)RfC(v") implies C(v)R'C(vV) (transitive) hold. Suppose that C(v)R*C(vl) and 
C(vl)R*C(v) are satisfied. By assumption, vRvl and vlRv, that is, v N v' hold. Then 
C(v) = C(vl), which implies R* is antisymmetric.o 
Remark 4.20 Lemmas 4.14-4.19 give fundamental theories so that the Hasse diagram 
representing partial ordering may be decomposed into multiple-connected graphs. In 
Section 5, we study embedding these multiple connected graphs into the hypercube with 
preserving adjacency. 
5 Embedding of Hasse Diagram into Hypercube 
Definition 5.1 [5] Relaxed-squashed (RS) embedding is a node-to-subcube distance pre- 
serving mapping from source graph to the hypercube. 
Definition 5.2 [5] The dimension of the minimal cube required for the RS embedding of 
a source graph G = (V, E) is called the weak cubical dimension wd(G) of the graph. 
Definition 5.3 For graph G = (V, E), an induced subgraph indG(Vs) of G with a node 
set Vs V is the maximal subgraph with the node set Vs. 
Lemma 5.4 [5] Let G = (V, E) be a connected graph and let Gs = (Vs, Es) be a sub- 
graph of G. Suppose that the induced subgraph indG(Vs) can be RS embedded into 
m-dimensional hypercube Q,, and the removal of all edges in Es from G results in (Vsl 
disjoint graphs, G; = (v, E;), 1 5 i 5 IVs(. Then wd(G) 5 maxll;<lvsl wd(G;) + m. 
Proof Let v;, 1 < i < lVsl = k, be the nodes in Vs n V ,  of Gs n G;. The notation 
addressGs(vi) represents the encoding of v; in Vs in order that Gs can be RS embedded 
into Q,. The notation addressG,(v) represents the encoding of v E V,  for the RS em- 
bedding of G; into Q,d(ci), where address$,(v) is the j - th  bit of addressci(v). The RS 
embedding generates addressG(w) for each w in G by the following procedures: 
Algorithm 5.5: RS Embedding of single graph 
Step 1 For each w E V, ,  1 < i  < k = IVsl, 
address&(w) c addressCs(v;), where 1 < j < m. 
Step 2 For each w E V , ,  1 < i  < k = IVs(, 
if addresshsnc, (v;) = 1 
then address$(w) t address$lm(v) 
(overline indicates complement of binary code) 
else address',(w) c address&" (v) 
where m + 1 < j 5 wd(G;) + m. 
Step 3 For each w E V ,  1 Li < k =  (Vsl, 
address&(w) c r (don7t care symbol) 
where wd(G;) + m + 1 5 j < maxl5;lk wd(G;) + m. 
As shown in the Algorithm 5.5, the weak cubical dimension wd(G), that is, the di- 
mension of the minimum cube required for the RS embedding of the graph G = (V, E), 
is smaller than maxl<;<lvsl - - wd(G;) + m . 0  
We propose a theorem and its algorithm about RS embedding of multiple graphs. 
Theorem 5.6 Let G j  = (5, Ej) be a connected graph and let Gjts = (XSS, Ej,S) be 
a subgraph of Gj, 1 5 j 5 m. For each Gj, suppose that the induced subgraph 
indGJ (4,s) can be RS embedded into wd(Gjts)-dimensional hypercube Qwd(GJ,s), and the 
removal of all edges in Ej,s from Gj  results in IV,,sJ disjoint graphs, Gj,; = (V,,;, Ej,;), 
1 < i < IV,,s(. The multiple graphs, Gj, 1 5 j 5 m,  are assumed to be RS em- 
bedded into n-dimensional hypercube Q, that satisfies 2"-' < C,",, 2 d ~  < 2", where 
d j  = max15;<lvJ,,l wd(Gj,;) + wd(GjPs). Then, there exists an addressing scheme so that 
dj-dimensional original addressing for each graph Gj, 1 < j < m,  can be mapped into 
n-dimensional address of G1 U . - - U G, without any change of the original address. 
Proof The RS embedding generates a d d r e s ~ ~ , ~ . . . ~ c , ( w )  for each w E G1 U - U G, by 
the following procedures: 
Algorithm 5.7: RS Embedding of multiple graphs 
Step 1 Sort dj, 1 < j 5 m, in descendant order such that d; 2 ..... 2 d:, where 
G; = (v;, E;) corresponds to the kl-th graph due to sorting. Step 2 For each node 
w E V; in G;, 1 < k 5 m, encode addressGl ,...,G,(w) as follows: 
addressG,,...,~, (w) - address (w) + binary(E?;l 2di), 
G; 
where address (w) is the embedded encoding into Q;. GI 
Binary representation of original encoding, address 1 (w) is a l  - . . a;, , where a; = 0 , l  
Gk 
or * (don't care symbol) 1 < i < d;. On the other hand, binary representation of 2di 
I 
k-1 d in Q,, i.e., binary(Ej=, 2 J )  is b l . - - b n - d ; - l O . - . O  where bj = O o r  1, 1 < j < n-dk-,, and 
the number of the rightmost 0s is d;-,. Since d;., >_ dk, consider two cases, d;-I > d; 
and d;-, = d;. In the case of d;-I > d;, binary representation of addressG,u.. .u~m(w) 
becomes bl .bn-d;-l 0 . .Oal . -a  . In the case of d;-, = d;, binary representation of 
d: 
addressGl ,...G, (w) becomes bl - -bn-d;-l a1 . -ad;. Thus, dj-dimensional original addressing 
for each graphs Gj, 1 5 j < m, is mapped into n-dimensional addresss of G1 U - - .G, 
without any change of the original address. 
6 Parallel Detection of Inclusion between Ellipsoids 
We propose two theorems and their relevant algorithms about parallel detection of in- 
clusion between ellipsoids that are external or internal estimates of the attainability set 
in the differential inclusion. The first theorem and its relevant algorithm is concerned 
with a single-connected graph that is a Hasse diagram representing partial ordering of the 
ellipsoids, the second theorem ones is concerned with multiple-connected graphs. 
Theorem 6.1 Assume the condition of Lemma 5.4 is satisfied. The number of vertices of 
the connected graph G = (V, E) satisfies an inequality 2n-1 < number of V < 2". Then, 
there exists an addressing scheme that enables allocation of every elements (v;, vj) E V x V 
in d-dimensional hypercube Qd, where rnaxll;<lv,l G; + wd(Gs) $ n. 
Proof The following parallel detection algorithm determines an addressing scheme. 
Algorithm 6.2: Parallel detection of inclusion between ellipsoids (single graphs) 
Step 1 For each v; E V, allocate addressG(vi)O . 0, where addressG(v;) is the RS- 
embedded encoding of ( r n a ~ ~ < ; < ~ ~ , ~  - - G; + wd(G,)) dimension and the number of 0s is n. 
Step 2 Broadcast ellipsoidal information ET[t] (or E;[t]) from addressG(v;)O - .  .0 to all 
nodes in the subcube addressG(v;) * - .*, where the number of * (don't care symbol) is n. 
This broadcast is parallel for every v; E V. 
S t e p  3 Broadcast ellipsoidal information Ei+[t] (or E; [t]) from addressG(vi)O . - 0  to all 
addressc(vj)O , . 0, where vj(# vi) E V. This broadcast is also parallel for each v; E V. 
S t e p  4 For each subcube addressG(vi) * - - -*, allocate received ellipsoidal information 
E/[t] (or E,:[t]) from address~(v;)O...O to an addressc(vi)Gn(j), where G,(j) is the j-th 
encoding of n-dimensional binary-reflected Gray code (BRGC). This allocation is carried 
out for every vj E V in the subcube addressG(vi) * . - a * .  
S t e p  5 Detect inclusion between couple of ellipsoids, E'[t], E/[t] (or E,T[t], E,T[t]), at 
every addressG(vi)Gn ( j )  in the hypercube. 
As shown in Algorithm 5.5, in the subcube addressG(vi) * . . .*, there exists an ad- 
dressing scheme addressG(vi)Gn(vj) with (maxl<i<lvsl - - G; + wd(Gs) + n)  dimension that 
is allocated to  every elements (v;, vj) E V x V. 
T h e o r e m  6.3 Assume that the condition of Theorem 5.6 is satisfied. The number of 
vertices of the k-th connected graph Gk = ( h ,  Ek) satisfies inequality 2"k-' < number of 
Vk 5 2"k, 1 5 k 5 m. Then, there exists an addressing scheme that enables allocation of 
every elements (vk,;, vk,j) E Vk x Vk into (n + maxl<klm - nk)-dimensional hypercube that 
satisfies 2"-' < C;, 2dk 5 2", where dk = rnax,5;6lvk,,l wd(GkYi) + wd(Gk,s). 
P r o o f  The following parallel detection algorithm determines an addressing scheme. 
Algor i thm 6.4: Para l le l  de tec t ion  of inclusion between ellipsoids (mul t ip le  
g raphs )  
S t e p  1 For each vk,; E Vk, 1 5 k 5 m, allocate addressGlu...uGm(vk,;)O - . . 0 where 
addressGl ,...,G, (vk,;) is the encoding obtained using Algorithm 5.7 that is the RS embed- 
ding of multiple graphs, and the number of 0s is maxl<k<, - - nk. 
S t e p  2 Broadcast ellipsoidal information Ek+;[t] (or E ~ ~ [ t l )  from address c lu . . .u~m(vk, i )O~~~O 
to all nodes in the subcube addressGlu...uGm(vk,i)O . . 0 * . -*, where number of 0s is 
(maxlLk5, nk)  - nk and number of * (don't care symbol) is nk. This broadcast is parallel 
for every vk,; E Vk, 1 5 k 5 m. 
S t e p  3 Broadcast ellipsoidal information E l i [ t ]  (or Eci[t]) from address clu...ucm(vk,i)O~~~O 
to  all addresscl ,...,,, (vk,j)O . . SO, where vk,j(# vk,;) E h .  This broadcast is also parallel 
for each vk,; E h, 1 5 k 5 m. 
S t e p  4 For each subcube addressGlu...uc;m(vk,i)O - . - 0 * . .* used in Step 2, allocate ellip- 
soidal information E l j [ t ]  (or ELj[t]) from addressGlu...u~m(vk,i)O S O  (maxljk5, nk 0s) 
to addressclu...ucm(vk,;)O . . OGnk (j) m ma^^<^<, - - nk) - nk Os), where G,, ( j )  is the j- th 
encoding of nk-dimensional binary reflected Gray code (BRGC). This allocation is carried 
out in the subcube a d d ~ e s s ~ , ~ . . . ~ ~ , ( v ~ , ; ) O  . + 0 * - -* for every vk,j E Vk, 1 5 k < m. 
Step 5 Detect inclusion between couple of ellipsoids, (~:;[t], ~i~ [t]) or (Ec,[t], EL, [t]), 
a t  every addressGIU...UGm (vk,+)O - - a OGnk ( j )  in the hypercube. 
As shown in Algorithm 5.7, there exists an addressing scheme bl . bn-,;al - . . ad! 0 .  . . 
k 
oGnk (j) for (vkti, vkj )  E Vk x Vk , where bi - bn-,; a l  - .  . a,. implies binary representation of 
k 
a d d ~ e s ~ ~ , ~ . . . ~ ~ ~  (vk,;) (see proof of Theorem 5.6), and the number of 0s is (maxl<k<, - - nk) - 
nk. 
7 Concluding Remarks 
This paper presents a hypercube parallel processing for detection of inclusion between 
ellipsoids in the differential inclusion. The approach is characterized by (1) constructing 
data structure about partially ordering of the ellipsoids, (2) embedding this data structure 
into hypercube with preserving adjacency and (3) detecting inclusion of the ellipsoids in 
parallel manner. An alternative approach may be considered that is characterized by the 
embedding of multidimensional array, (E: [t], E; [t]), into hypercube. This approach can 
be developed from Lemma 7.10. 
Lemma 7.1 [14] The 2" x 2" mesh can be embedded into 2n-dimensional hypercube Q2, 
by the following recursive manner: 
where A:' stands for rotation of A2' by 0 radian and Gz(i),  0 5 i 5 3 is the i-th encoding 
of two-dimensional BRGC. 
When we compare these two approaches, our approach surpasses the alternative ap- 
proach due to  embedding with preserving adjacency in a sense of partial ordering of 
ellipsoids. Because, although adjacent ellipsoids do not necessarily imply inclusion be- 
tween the ellipsoids, the possibilities of inclusion between adjacent ellipsoids are good, 
thus low-cost communication is expected between adjacent nodes or subcubes leading to 
efficient parallel computation. 
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